
Cosmopolitan newcomers, students & younger first time workers 

Group C: City Centre Mix 

Key Features 

 Twenty somethings 

 Singles & students 

 Pre-family 

 Looking for first jobs 

 Renting from private landlord 

 Walk or cycle 

 Transient 

 Polish & Lithuanians 

This youthful group of people are living, as the name suggests, in Ireland’s city 
centres. Many are third level students who have moved to the cities for the first 
time to study. There is a high percentage of Polish, Lithuanian and immigrants of 
other nationalities living in these areas with a significant amount being of Asian 
descent. The majority of people in these areas are single or cohabiting couples 
with more than an average amount of lone parents. In comparison with other Mo-
saic Groups, these people live in a range of housing types. Some students will be 
fortunate enough to obtain accommodation in purpose-built halls of residence. Oth-
ers will club together to rent small houses. Close by, others rent bedsits and small 
flats converted from three storey Georgian terraced houses. On occasion, small 
plots will have been redeveloped as modern apartments which may be owned but 
are generally privately rented. Household density is high and easy access to public 
transport means that cars are less important. 
 
Unemployment is slightly above average in these areas with many looking for their 
first job in Ireland. Many are finding this work in elementary occupations, retail and 
other service-related work. Of those students who are working, it is generally in the 
hospitality industry on a part-time basis. Youthful exuberance is high in these are-
as, but because money is short, social life is curtailed to more affordable pursuits. 
That is not to say that there is not a thriving social culture among these people. 
Eating out in affordable restaurants, having a pint with friends in a pub or cooking a 
traditional meal at home for friends - these people like to socialise within their 
groups. 
 
In general terms, City Centre Mix are well-educated with many having attained at 
least a bachelors degree and while many are not working to their full potential or 
are still third-level students, there is a level of optimism among the group. They 
want to progress in their lives and youthful idealism is still prevalent. This leads to 
very dynamic areas that can be both exciting and culturally interesting. Among the 
ethnic population, however, there is a more pragmatic approach to life and while 
they want to progress and improve, they are willing to take on more menial jobs in 
the hope that progression will come. There is very little retail loyalty within the 
group with the weekly shop probably not having as much importance as in other 
groups. Londis & Centra are popular because of convenience. As would be ex-
pected in a group of under 40 year olds, smart phones and tablet PCs are very 
popular with the majority using ‘pay as you go’ mobile services. Mobile services are 
very important to this group, using data services more so than voice services. 

Types: 

C07 City Centre Sophisticates 

C08 Inner Ring Cosmopolitans 
 
C09 Industrious Newcomers 
 

C10 University Influence 
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